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Abstract. As the world ocean moves through the ambient
geomagnetic core field, electric currents are generated in the
entire ocean basin. These oceanic electric currents induce
weak magnetic signals that are principally observable outside
of the ocean and allow inferences about large-scale oceanic
transports of water, heat, and salinity. The ocean-induced
magnetic field is an integral quantity and, to first order, it is
proportional to depth-integrated and conductivity-weighted
ocean currents. However, the specific contribution of oceanic
transports at different depths to the motional induction process remains unclear and is examined in this study. We show
that large-scale motional induction due to the general ocean
circulation is dominantly generated by ocean currents in the
upper 2000 m of the ocean basin. In particular, our findings allow relating regional patterns of the oceanic magnetic field to corresponding oceanic transports at different
depths. Ocean currents below 3000 m, in contrast, only contribute a small fraction to the ocean-induced magnetic signal strength with values up to 0.2 nT at sea surface and less
than 0.1 nT at the Swarm satellite altitude. Thereby, potential satellite observations of ocean-circulation-induced magnetic signals are found to be likely insensitive to deep ocean
currents. Furthermore, it is shown that annual temporal variations of the ocean-induced magnetic field in the region of
the Antarctic Circumpolar Current contain information about
sub-surface ocean currents below 1000 m with intra-annual
periods. Specifically, ocean currents with sub-monthly periods dominate the annual temporal variability of the oceaninduced magnetic field.
Keywords. Electromagnetics (numerical methods) – geomagnetism and paleomagnetism (geomagnetic induction) –
history of geophysics (transport)

1

Introduction

The Earth’s magnetic field consists of various constituents
that are generated and interact with each other on different
spatial and temporal scales. The oceanic constituent is induced by the movement of electrically conductive seawater
through the geomagnetic core field. During this motional induction process, electric currents are generated in the ocean,
which, in turn, induce weak magnetic signals in the range of
a few nanotesla (nT). The ocean-induced magnetic field is
primarily proportional to conductivity-weighted and depthintegrated water transports (Sanford, 1971). Thus, measurements of oceanic motional induction enable the highly
promising possibility to indirectly observe global oceanic
transports of water, heat, and salinity.
Following the theoretical foundation of electromagnetic
(EM) induction in the ocean (see, e.g., Larsen, 1968; Cox,
1981; Chave, 1983; Chave and Luther, 1990), the focus
was shifted towards the numerical modelling of this process. Among others, Stephenson and Bryan (1992), Flosadóttir et al. (1997), Tyler et al. (1997), Vivier et al. (2004),
and Manoj et al. (2006) examined the numerical modelling
of motional induction due to the general ocean circulation.
Along with the prospect of space-borne observations of the
ocean-circulation-induced magnetic field from the European
Space Agency’s (ESA) Swarm mission (Friis-Christensen
et al., 2006), Irrgang et al. (2017) demonstrated that such observations can be used to correct an ocean general circulation
model in a data assimilation twin experiment.
In previous studies, the oceanic EM current source was
usually derived from the conductivity-weighted and depthintegrated ocean velocities. While this is a reasonable approach for most applications, the actual contribution to motional induction from oceanic transports at individual depths
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of the ocean basin is invisible. However, depth-dependent
processes and properties – e.g. baroclinic ocean currents,
overturning circulation, friction effects, or ocean bathymetry
– have considerable impacts on oceanic electric currents at
different depths in the ocean basin. So far, the depth-varying
proportion of ocean currents to the signal strength and spatial
distribution of EM induction due to the general ocean circulation has not yet been investigated (see also the reviews of
Kuvshinov, 2008; Minami, 2017). Nevertheless, this knowledge would be a valuable contribution for the ongoing efforts
to infer information about the ocean by observing its emitted magnetic field. In particular, space-borne observations of
the ocean-circulation-induced magnetic field, once available,
could be related to the underlying large-scale ocean dynamics in a much more precise way than previously assumed.
In this study, we investigate the depth of origin of the
ocean-circulation-induced magnetic field. For this, a general
ocean circulation model and a three-dimensional EM induction model are used. In particular, the goals are (1) to examine, whether the motional induction process is dominated by
thin and fast (near-)surface currents or by slow and massive
deep currents, and (2) to outline new applications and limitations of potential observations of motional induction in the
context of ocean modelling. The model setups and their combination are described in Sect. 2.1 and 2.2. The experiment
design of this study is described in Sect. 2.3. The results are
presented in Sect. 3.1 and 3.2. Subsequent implications are
discussed in Sect. 3.3. A summary and concluding remarks
are given in Sect. 4.

imation. In this study, we use an OMCT configuration with a
horizontal grid resolution of 1◦ , 20 vertical z-level layers, and
a 20 min time step (Dobslaw et al., 2013). Ocean tides are not
included in this setup. OMCT is forced with wind stress, precipitation, evaporation, and surface pressure from reanalysis
products of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF; Dee et al., 2011).
The generation of electric currents j due to the moving
and conducting seawater in presence of the ambient geomagnetic field is given by Ohm’s law,
j = σ (u × B) ,

(1)

where u = (u, v, w) is the ocean velocity vector and B =
(Bφ , Bθ , Br ) is the geomagnetic core field. The conductivityweighted ocean velocities (σ u) are the source for oceanic
electric currents. To account for electric currents in the whole
water column, the conductivity-weighted ocean velocities are
integrated from the ocean bottom (−H ) to sea surface height
(SSH), which yields
SSH
Z
σ (φ, θ, r, t)u(φ, θ, r, t) dr
U (φ, θ, t) =

(2)

−H

at time t with longitudinal, latitudinal, and vertical coordinates φ, θ, r. The oceanic electric currents are subsequently
calculated by combining Eqs. (1) and (2), namely
j (φ, θ, t) = U (φ, θ, t) × B(φ, θ ) ,

(3)

and are used as sources for the EM induction model.
2

Methodology
2.2

2.1

EM induction model

Ocean general circulation model

The Ocean Model for Circulation and Tides (OMCT;
Thomas et al., 2001) is used in this study to simulate
the global wind- and buoyancy-driven ocean circulation.
The model calculates three-dimensional fields of zonal (u),
meridional (v), and vertical (w) ocean velocities, heat (T ),
and salinity (S), which provide the source for the oceanic
EM induction. The global distribution of electric seawater
conductivity (σ ) is derived from OMCT heat and salinity
distributions as described by Irrgang et al. (2016a). Along
with the model’s wide range of applications (e.g. Dobslaw
and Thomas, 2007; Dobslaw et al., 2013; Saynisch et al.,
2014), it also has been recently used in combination with
different EM induction models (e.g. Saynisch et al., 2016;
Irrgang et al., 2016b; Irrgang et al., 2017).
OMCT is a baroclinic numerical ocean model based on
non-linear balance equations for momentum, the continuity
equation, and conservation equations for salt and heat. Additionally, the hydrostatic and the Boussinesq approximations
are included. The method of Greatbatch (1994) is used to
correct artificial mass changes due to the Boussinesq approxAnn. Geophys., 36, 167–180, 2018

In this study, we use the three-dimensional (3-D) EM induction model X3DG of Kuvshinov (2008). The model solves
Maxwell’s equations in frequency domain with a volume integral equation method that utilizes a Green’s function technique (see also Kuvshinov and Semenov, 2012; Kelbert et al.,
2014). The Earth’s electrical conductivity structure is included as a spherical layer of laterally varying surface conductance and an underlying radially symmetric mantle conductivity. The surface conductance layer accounts for the
conductivity of the ocean and of underlying sediments. The
ocean conductance is derived from a realistic 3-D distribution of annual mean seawater conductivity, which is calculated from OMCT heat and salinity distributions (Irrgang
et al., 2016a). The conductance of sediments underneath
the oceanic layer is included by combining global sediment
thicknesses from Laske and Masters (1997) with respective
values for sediment conductivity as described by Everett
et al. (2003). The vertical structure of the mantle conductivity follows the results of Püthe et al. (2015). Based on the
Earth’s electrical conductivity and the oceanic electric currents j (as described in Sect. 2.1), the EM induction model is
www.ann-geophys.net/36/167/2018/
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Figure 1. (a) Annual mean oceanic electric current density j of the year 2014. (b) Corresponding radial part of the annual mean oceaninduced magnetic field at sea surface.

used to calculate the corresponding ocean-induced magnetic
field (see Fig. 1). In particular, we focus on the radial part of
the ocean-induced magnetic field, which is emitted outside
of the ocean and calculated at both sea surface height and at
Swarm satellite altitude (430 km above the sea surface).
2.3

1450, 2100, and 3000 m, which are chosen according to
OMCT depth levels. Thus, the conductivity-weighted and
depth-integrated ocean velocities in the upper and lower layers of the scenarios are given by splitting Eq. (2) into two
parts, i.e.

Experiment design
U Up (φ, θ, t, d) =

OMCT is used to simulate the general ocean circulation of
the year 2014, which is the basis for the EM induction process in this experiment. The corresponding oceanic electric
currents are calculated as described in Sect. 2.1 and instantaneous values are stored with a 5-day sampling. Thus, also
the output of the EM induction model has an effective temporal resolution of 5 days. The geomagnetic core field is
taken from the International Geomagnetic Reference Field
(IGRF-12) and assumed constant during the simulation period, which is reasonable for a simulation period of 1 year
(Thébault et al., 2015). The annual mean ocean-induced
magnetic field is calculated from the annual mean oceanic
electric currents as described in Sect. 2.2 and serves as a reference in this experiment (Fig. 1 and yellow bar in Fig. 2).
In contrast to thin-sheet (2-D) EM induction models (see,
e.g., Stephenson and Bryan, 1992; Tyler et al., 1997; Vivier
et al., 2004), which reduce the ocean basin to a single
thin spherical layer, X3DG can resolve vertical variations
of oceanic electric currents. Therefore, the ocean basin is
separated into disjunct source layers that are stacked on top
of each other. Each source layer is, again, treated as a thin
shell by the induction model. This feature allows us to investigate the specific contribution of large-scale sub-surface
ocean flow at different depths on the ocean-induced magnetic field. Here, we set up a simple two-layer partition of the
oceanic electric currents in four different scenarios (A–D; see
Fig. 2). This setup allows us to relate the large-scale patterns
and strength of the circulation-induced magnetic field to the
generating ocean currents at different depths in the water column.
The separation between the upper and lower source layers in each scenario is chosen at increasing depths of 1050,
www.ann-geophys.net/36/167/2018/

SSH
Z
σ (φ, θ, r, t)u(φ, θ, r, t) dr ,

(4)

−d

Z−d
U Lo (φ, θ, t, d) =

σ (φ, θ, r, t)u(φ, θ, r, t) dr ,

(5)

−H

for d ∈ {1050, 1450, 2100, 3000 m}. The resulting scenariowise electric current densities in the upper layer, namely
j Up (φ, θ, t, d) = U Up (φ, θ, t, d) × B(φ, θ ) ,

(6)

are shown as annual mean values in Fig. 3. In each of the four
scenarios it is assumed that the oceanic electric current density in the lower layer is equal to zero by setting U Lo ≡ 0.
Thereby, the scenario-wise ocean-induced magnetic fields
are solely generated by the ocean flow in the respective upper layer (see coloured layers in Fig. 2). The ocean conductance, in contrast, is identical to the reference simulation in
all scenarios. Thus, the comparison between the scenariowise ocean-induced magnetic fields and the reference oceaninduced magnetic field allows us to relate spatio-temporal
patterns of the magnetic field to the generating ocean flow
at different depths.
The consistency of this experiment setup was tested by
subtracting the ocean-induced magnetic fields, which are
generated by the upper and lower EM source layers, from
the reference ocean-induced magnetic field. The differences
between these fields, which arise due to EM coupling effects between the upper and lower source layers, are negligible compared to the magnetic signal strengths (not shown).
Thereby, it is assured that the residual signals between the
scenario-wise magnetic fields (considering only the upper
EM source layers) and the reference magnetic field originate
from the lower EM source layer.
Ann. Geophys., 36, 167–180, 2018
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Figure 2. Vertical two-layer partition of the oceanic electric current source in scenarios A to D. Values around the separation lines are upper
and lower layer thicknesses. Oceanic electric currents in the grey-shaded lower layers are excluded in the scenarios A to D. The reference
includes oceanic electric currents from the entire water column.

Figure 3. Annual mean values of the upper layer oceanic electric current density j Up for scenarios A, B, C, and D with layer thicknesses of
1050, 1450, 2100, and 3000 m, respectively.

3
3.1

Results and discussion
Impact of sub-surface ocean flow on annual mean
motional induction

The annual mean values of the scenario-wise ocean-induced
magnetic fields at sea surface are shown in Fig. A1 of the Appendix. In all scenarios, strongest magnetic signals occur in
the region of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) with
positive and negative values west and east of the southern geomagnetic equator, which is located between Australia and
Antarctica. In contrast to the similar pattern, the scenariowise increase in the upper EM source layer thickness has a
considerable effect on the signal strength of the induced magnetic field. At sea surface, the mean ocean-induced magnetic
Ann. Geophys., 36, 167–180, 2018

field signal strength increases from scenario A (±2.5 nT) to
D (±3.4 nT) as a result of the increasing electric current density (see Fig. 3). In addition, this increase is spatially nonuniform.
The annual mean residuals between the scenario-wise
ocean-induced magnetic fields and the reference magnetic
field (right plot in Fig. 1) are shown in Fig. 4. As the relevant residuals are located in the region of the ACC, only the
Southern Hemisphere is depicted in Fig. 4. Due to the experiment setup, the residuals of the ocean-induced magnetic
fields in each scenario originate from neglecting EM induction below the respective upper EM source layer. Thereby,
the increase in the upper-layer thickness results in a general
decrease in induced magnetic field residuals.

www.ann-geophys.net/36/167/2018/
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Figure 4. Absolute values of annual mean ocean-induced magnetic field residuals at sea surface in the Southern Hemisphere for scenarios
A, B, C, and D with layer thicknesses of 1050, 1450, 2100, and 3000 m, respectively. Note the different colour scale for scenarios C and D.

In scenario A (1050 m upper layer thickness), large-scale
residuals occur in the southern Pacific Ocean around 60◦ S
with values up to 0.7 nT (upper right quadrant in top left
panel of Fig. 4). Largest residuals are found in small areas
southwest of New Zealand (up to 0.8 nT) and in the southern Indian Ocean (up to 0.9 nT, lower left quadrant in top left
panel). These residuals largely originate from the strong and
deep-reaching eastward ocean currents in the ACC. In contrast to other major current systems, no lateral boundaries restrict the nearly zonal ocean flow around Antarctica. In this
unique setting, zonal surface wind stress in the ACC region is
balanced by ocean bottom form stress which, in turn, is maintained by strong top-to-bottom ocean flow (e.g. Munk and
Palmén, 1951; Rintoul et al., 2001). Yet, very small residuals below 0.2 nT are found east of the Drake Passage (lower
right quadrant of top left panel), which connects the tip of
South America and the Antarctic Peninsula, although large
mean transports of more than 170 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3 s−1 ) can
occur in this area (Donohue et al., 2016). In this region, however, the ACC flow is almost perpendicular to the gradient
of the geomagnetic core field (not shown), resulting in weak
oceanic electric currents and induced magnetic signals, re-

www.ann-geophys.net/36/167/2018/

gardless of the considered scenario (compare all panels in
Fig. 4).
In scenario B (1450 m upper layer thickness), the induced
magnetic field residuals show a very similar spatial distribution as in scenario A. The upper layer thickness is increased
by 400 m and, thus, the residuals compared to the reference
simulation are generally smaller. Still, large-scale residuals
amount to values between 0.4 and 0.5 nT, especially in the
south Pacific Ocean (upper right quadrant of top right panel
in Fig. 4).
In scenario C (2100 m upper layer thickness), the spatial distribution and magnitude of the induced magnetic field
residuals change considerably. Note the smaller colour scale
in scenarios C and D. In most regions, the values diminish below 0.2 nT. In addition, the distinctive residual pattern around
60◦ S in the South Pacific Ocean disintegrates in scenario C.
Consequently, it can be concluded that in many regions in the
Southern Hemisphere – e.g. southeast Pacific Ocean, south
Indian Ocean, and south Atlantic Ocean – the strongest signals of the ocean-induced magnetic field are predominantly
generated by strong ocean flow in the upper 2000 m of the
ocean basin. The most prominent exception is located south-

Ann. Geophys., 36, 167–180, 2018
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Figure 5. Absolute values of annual mean ocean-induced magnetic field residuals at satellite altitude (430 km) in the southern hemisphere for
scenarios A, B, C, and D with layer thicknesses of 1050, 1450, 2100, and 3000 m, respectively. Note the different colour scale for scenarios
C and D.

east of New Zealand, where the residuals still amount to
0.4 nT (upper right quadrant of bottom left panel in Fig. 4).
In scenario D (3000 m upper layer thickness), all largescale residuals of the ocean-induced magnetic field vanish,
leaving only local and weak residuals with values between
0.1 and 0.2 nT. These are located south and southeast of New
Zealand and east of the Drake Passage (bottom right panel in
Fig. 4).
The results of the four scenarios A to D show that deep
and slow-moving ocean currents below 3000 m only have a
marginal contribution to the strength of the ocean-induced
magnetic field. Thereby, the strong wind-driven ocean currents in the upper ocean form the dominant EM source for the
motional induction process, especially in the upper 2000 m of
the ocean basin. Note that different results are to be expected
for oceanic EM induction due to the M2 tide, which is often
derived from barotropic tidal velocities (see, e.g., Schnepf
et al., 2015; Grayver et al., 2016).
These findings can be directly transferred to the oceaninduced magnetic field at satellite altitude. For this, the
scenario-wise ocean-induced magnetic field at 430 km above
sea surface, and the corresponding magnetic field residuals compared to the reference simulation, are depicted in
Ann. Geophys., 36, 167–180, 2018

Figs. A2 and 5. Due to the upward continuation of the induced magnetic field to satellite altitude, small-scale patterns
are blurred and weakened with increasing height (see also
Vennerstrom et al., 2005; Manoj et al., 2006). The strongest
remaining large-scale patterns are located in the region of
the ACC with annual mean values between ±0.7 nT (A) and
±1.2 nT (D) (see Fig. A2). The resulting residuals between
the scenario-wise ocean-induced magnetic fields and the reference show a similar, yet blurred, pattern distribution as it
was visible at sea surface (compare Figs. 4 and 5). Corresponding to the strength of the induced magnetic signals,
also the residuals’ magnitude decreases with higher observation altitude. Hence, the largest residuals in scenario A reach
values up to 0.4 nT in the South Pacific Ocean around 60◦ S,
whereas residuals in scenario D remain below 0.1 nT (Fig. 5).
The consequent implications for utilizing space-borne observations of motional induction are discussed in Sect. 3.3.
In addition to investigating the contribution of sub-surface
ocean currents on motional induction by means of induced
magnetic field residuals, we compare the spatial power spectra of the spherical harmonics based representation of the different oceanic magnetic fields (see details in Lowes, 1974) at
sea surface height (Fig. 6). The restriction of the oceanic EM
www.ann-geophys.net/36/167/2018/
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Figure 6. (a) Power spectra of the annual mean ocean-induced magnetic fields at sea surface. (b) Absolute differences between the power
spectra of the scenario-wise ocean-induced magnetic fields and the reference.

source to electric currents in the upper ocean results in a decrease in power in all degrees in the scenarios A to C (also for
degrees higher than 15 not shown in Fig. 6). Thus, the dependence of motional induction on the EM source in the upper
ocean is reflected by a shift of the power spectrum. Note, the
similar power spectra offsets between scenarios A, B, C, and
the reference result from very different upper layer thickness
increments of 450, 650, and 3150 m, respectively (compare
Figs. 2 and 6). The power spectra of scenario D and of the reference show a very close agreement. However, the power of
degrees 3, 4, and 8 to 11 is visibly larger in scenario D than in
the reference spectrum. This higher power is likely caused by
neglecting deep ocean currents in the lower EM source layer
in scenario D, which flow in the opposite direction compared
to (near-)surface ocean currents. In the reference simulation,
the electric current density in the ocean is considered in the
form of a depth integral over the entire water column (see
Eq. 2). Thus, opposing ocean currents can partially cancel
each other out, which ultimately leads to the observed power
reduction. One prominent example is the equator-ward flowing deep water in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation that opposes the Gulf Stream (see, e.g., Srokosz and
Bryden, 2015; Saynisch et al., 2016). Of course, scenarios
A to C also neglect these deep water currents, but in these
cases the effect of constraining the upper layer EM source
results in much larger power spectra offsets. Here, again, it
can be concluded that the inert water masses below 3000 m
only have a small contribution to the signal strength of motional induction in the ocean, even though they can extent
over more than 2000 m of the water column.
3.2

Impact of sub-surface ocean flow on annual
variations of motional induction

The ocean-circulation-induced magnetic field contains a
large static component due to the mean and quasi-steady
large-scale ocean flow. This static component is hard to sepwww.ann-geophys.net/36/167/2018/

Figure 7. Annual temporal variability (standard deviation) of the
reference ocean-induced magnetic field.

arate from other static magnetic field constituents – e.g. the
crustal magnetic field (see also Kuvshinov, 2008). Hence, we
also show the scenario-wise impact on the temporal variations of the circulation-induced magnetic field at the sea surface, which are depicted in Fig. A3.
The temporal variability of the reference oceanic magnetic
field (Fig. 7) contains the known patterns and strength as they
were previously calculated (see Manoj et al., 2006; Kuvshinov, 2008; Irrgang et al., 2016a). Strongest variability occurs in the region of the ACC, where also the strongest signals are located, with values up to 0.5 nT at the sea surface.
The scenario-wise temporal variabilities reach larger magnitudes, especially in the ACC region southwest and southeast of Australia, with values up to 0.5 nT (A) and 0.7 nT
(D) (Fig. A3). This amplification results from the exclusion
of respective ocean currents in the lower EM source layer,
which partially contain the same or similar temporal variability as ocean currents in the upper EM source layer. In
other words, the barotropic ACC transport variability is constrained to the upper EM source layer (see also Cunningham,
2003). Thus, the strong baroclinic component of the tempoAnn. Geophys., 36, 167–180, 2018
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ral variability in the upper ocean has an enhanced effect of
the motional induction process and is visible in the temporal
variability of the scenario-wise motional induction. Interestingly, the scenario-wise temporal variabilities are not consistently decreasing with depth, as was shown for the scenariowise mean magnetic field residuals in Sect. 3.1 (see Fig. 4).
In particular, this is visible in the ACC region in the south
Pacific Ocean between longitudes at 180 and −90◦ (compare reference and top left panel of Fig. A3). In this region,
the temporal variability of the reference simulation is underrated by the corresponding values of scenario A. The temporal variations visible in the reference simulation first appear
in scenario B, and are clearly distinct in scenarios C and D
(Fig. A3). This is a first indication that observations of the
ocean-induced magnetic field variability in this region could
allow inferences on the ocean flow in the ACC below ocean
depths of 1000 m, since the near-surface contribution in this
region is small. Thereby, observed motional induction can
not only lead to conclusions about the general ocean circulation in a depth-integrated sense, but also about transports
and their spatio-temporal variability at specific depths in the
ocean basin.
Using the example of scenario D, we performed a frequency analysis (Fourier transformation, Singleton, 1969) of
the EM induction process during the 1-year simulation period. Figure 8 shows the temporal variability of the oceaninduced magnetic field in scenario D (upper left panel, same
as in Fig. A3) and its corresponding decomposition into seasonal (more than 90 days, upper right panel), monthly (30
to 90 days, lower left panel), and sub-monthly (less than
30 days, lower right panel) time periods. The temporal transport variations in the ACC region are predominantly driven
by fluctuations in the Southern Hemisphere wind regime
(Bergmann and Dobslaw, 2012). Thus, the corresponding periods are transferred to the temporal variability of the oceaninduced magnetic signals and are visible in the respective frequency bands. The seasonal and monthly temporal variabilities show generally low values between 0.1 and 0.2 nT. Very
local, monthly periods reach values of up to 0.3 nT south
of Australia. The sub-monthly temporal variability reveals
by far the highest values of up to 0.7 nT. The regional patterns in the ACC match closely the full temporal variability
in scenario D (compare upper left and lower right panels in
Fig. 8). Thus, strongest signals in the annual temporal variability of the ocean-induced magnetic field clearly coincide
with signals due to the sub-monthly temporal variability of
the ocean-induced magnetic field.
3.3

Implications for space-borne observations of
motional induction

The space-borne observation of ocean-circulation-induced
magnetic signals was defined as one of the objectives of
ESA’s satellite trio Swarm (Friis-Christensen et al., 2006).
Assuming the nominal observation precision of 0.1 nT, IrAnn. Geophys., 36, 167–180, 2018

rgang et al. (2017) demonstrated that artificial (i.e. modelbased) satellite observations of the ocean-induced magnetic
field can be used to correct water transports in a global ocean
model with a data assimilation method. However, the signal
separation of the ocean-circulation-induced magnetic signals
is extremely challenging and has not been achieved to this
day. This is not merely due to the nominal accuracy of satellite instruments, but largely due to the weak and irregular
magnetic signals emitted by the ocean circulation. Furthermore, oceanic EM signals overlap in spatio-temporal extent
with EM signals from other sources – e.g. from the ionosphere and from the Earth’s crust and mantle (see, e.g., Kuvshinov, 2008). So far, these issues were only bypassed for
tidally induced magnetic signals from the ocean (M2 and N2
constituents), where periods are known precisely and can be
isolated from other EM sources (Sabaka et al., 2016). Nevertheless, the results presented here allow us to derive new
insights on the information content of potential satellite observations of the ocean-circulation-induced magnetic field,
which can help to improve future studies on motional induction due to the general ocean circulation.
The findings presented in Sect. 3.1 allow us to relate the
ocean-induced magnetic field to the generating ocean currents at different depths (Figs. 4 and 5). In turn, ocean flow
in specific regions and at specific depths can be corrected
in future data assimilation studies, which might include actual Swarm satellite observations. In addition, it is shown in
scenarios C and D that the magnetic field residuals at satellite altitude are weaker than the acknowledged threshold of
0.1 nT in many regions in the Southern Hemisphere. Consequently, even high-precision satellite observations of the
ocean-induced magnetic field are likely insensitive to deep
and inert ocean flow. Nevertheless, this observation technique includes valuable integrated information about oceanic
transports, especially in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current,
from the sea surface down to depths between 2000 and
3000 m. Moreover, if the correlations of ocean state variables
(e.g. velocities, heat, and salinity) can be described accurately, these observations can also be used to improve modelbased estimates about oceanic transports near the ocean bottom (Irrgang et al., 2017).
The results from Sect. 3.2 highlight that high-frequency
variations of ocean currents on the sub-monthly timescale
build a dominant forcing factor for the observable variability of motional induction in the ACC (particularly in
the south Pacific Ocean). Thereby, space-borne observations of ocean magnetic anomalies with the respective signal strengths could be related to the generating sub-monthly
ocean currents. Of course, these patterns can change when
longer time spans are investigated. In particular, for decadal
and longer periods, the influence of baroclinic processes in
the ACC transport variability becomes increasingly important and can affect the found patterns (Olbers and Lettmann,
2007). Nevertheless, the frequency analysis over the period
of one annual cycle provides an additional point of view
www.ann-geophys.net/36/167/2018/
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Figure 8. Frequency analysis of the ocean-induced magnetic field variability (scenario D). Upper left: all periods. Upper right: seasonal
periods longer than 90 days. Lower left: medium periods between 30 and 90 days. Lower right: short periods less than 30 days.

on the information content of the ocean-induced magnetic
field. In combination with the results shown in Sect. 3.1, it
is evident that observations of the ocean-circulation-induced
magnetic field contain more information about the ocean
state than previously assumed. The prospect of utilizing these
magnetic field measurements to infer properties about ocean
currents at specific depths and time periods allows another
step forward in observing ocean dynamics by its emitted
magnetic signals.

4

Summary and conclusions

The general ocean circulation model OMCT and the threedimensional electromagnetic induction model X3DG are
used to assess the sensitivity of oceanic motional induction towards ocean currents at different depths in the ocean
basin. In a first-order approximation, the ocean-induced magnetic field is considered proportional to depth-integrated
and conductivity-weighted ocean velocities. Consequently,
oceanic electric currents are usually derived from these integrated quantities to build the source of electromagnetic induction in the ocean. However, the individual contribution of
ocean currents at different depths towards the induction process has not yet been investigated.
In this study, we examine annual mean ocean-induced
magnetic fields and their corresponding temporal variabilities, which are calculated in the frame of four different
scenarios. In each of the four scenarios it is assumed that
oceanic electric currents only occur between the sea surface
and depth levels of 1050, 1450, 2100, and 3000 m, respectively. Oceanic electric currents below these upper layers are
www.ann-geophys.net/36/167/2018/

neglected in all scenarios. The resulting four scenario-wise
ocean-induced magnetic fields are compared to a reference
induced magnetic field, which is generated from electric currents over the entire water column.
The results of this study demonstrate that large-scale motional induction in the ocean is predominantly generated by
wind-driven ocean currents in the upper ocean. Slow and inert ocean currents in the deeper ocean below 2000 m contribute only a small fraction to the annual mean magnetic
field signal strength – even if these cover more than half of
the water column. The largest residuals between the scenariowise and the reference ocean-induced magnetic fields occur in the region of the deep-reaching Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). Additionally, the spatial distribution of
these residuals is very heterogeneous with largest patterns
in the south Pacific Ocean. At the sea surface, the scenariowise signal residuals reveal that ocean currents below 2000 m
contribute up to 0.2 nT to the ocean-induced magnetic field
signals strength in most regions. Locally, southeast of New
Zealand, the residuals are larger with values of up to 0.4 nT.
Ocean currents below 3000 m only add a marginal contribution to the ocean-induced magnetic field at the sea surface with regional and weak magnetic signatures between 0.1
and 0.2 nT. Similar, yet blurred and weakened, residuals between the scenario-wise and reference ocean-induced magnetic fields are identified at satellite altitude. Here, the annual mean magnetic signal contribution due to ocean currents
below 3000 m remains under 0.1 nT. In addition to examining the scenario-wise annual mean ocean-induced magnetic
fields strengths and residuals, their respective annual temporal variations are investigated. Our results indicate that observations of the oceanic magnetic signal variability could allow
Ann. Geophys., 36, 167–180, 2018
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inferences on the generating sub-surface ocean currents below 1000 m. This relation seems particularly promising in the
ACC region of the southeastern Pacific Ocean. Furthermore,
the observed long-term temporal variability of motional induction could be related to intra-annual variabilities of ocean
currents. More specifically, ocean currents with sub-monthly
periods are found to dominate the annual temporal variability
of the ocean-induced magnetic field.
The findings of this study have immediate implications for
using potential space-borne observations of motional induction to infer properties about the general ocean circulation.
The spatial relation between ocean-induced magnetic field
signals and the generating ocean circulation can be used to
localize the dominant EM current sources. Thereby, simulated oceanic transports in specific regions and at specific
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depths of the ocean basin can be examined, instead of assuming a worldwide uniform dependence of motional induction
on ocean transports over the entire water column. Additionally, in the case that actual measurements of the annual temporal variability of motional induction in the ocean are separable from satellite observations, these could allow estimating the variability of oceanic transports within much shorter
time periods. In combination, these features can support future studies on motional induction in the ocean, which aim to
infer properties about large-scale ocean dynamics.

Data availability. Researchers interested in using model data from
the OMCT may contact Maik Thomas.
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Appendix A: Scenario-wise ocean-induced magnetic
field

Figure A1. Annual mean ocean-induced magnetic fields at sea surface for scenarios A, B, C, and D with layer thicknesses of 1050, 1450,
2100, and 3000 m, respectively.

Figure A2. Annual mean ocean-induced magnetic field at satellite altitude (430 km) for scenarios A, B, C, and D with layer thicknesses of
1050, 1450, 2100, and 3000 m, respectively.
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Figure A3. Annual temporal variability (standard deviation) of the ocean-induced magnetic field for scenarios A, B, C, and D with layer
thicknesses of 1050, 1450, 2100, and 3000 m, respectively.
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